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An individuPl's ability to survive in a political system is

based upon his mastery of the tools and knowledge that will enable

him to successfully reap premiums from a less than bountiful crop.

Premiums are anything in short supply in a society. They may take

the form of material goods, power, status, or safety. Since there

are no societies in which all of these are in an unlimited supply,

there is always the problem of distribution: Who gets what and who

doesn't? Political decisions that affect an individual are made both

in and out of formal government processes. While government and its

processes are a part of politicnl learning they are not its entirety.

An individual must be aware of the variety of modes and channels of

supply and demand, or constantly risk missing the opportunity to get

more of what there.is angllor losing that which he already has. Whether

men succeed or fail in this quest for premiums the activities are the

product of their socialization. This is not to say that socialization

centered explanations can account for all of politics. Certainly some

premiums are not available to whole classes of people because of social

structural variables, e.g. caste or class systems. Students of social-

ization cannot account for the ocourrenceof such systems, but they can

help account for how such systems are maintained. This point is made

explicitly by Harrington and Whiting (1972:469) who argue it is their

purpose to explain not only bol; the content of social role is learned

but also how a "society induces its members willinAly to accept" such

role responsibilities. Students of political socialization can also

analyze within culture variation in meeting such requirements. That is,



by iocusin6 attention on lea-zning and personallty dimensions students

of political socialization can help us understand (i.e. predict certain

characteristics of) who accepts his lot and who rebels against it. For

example Gurr Z1971) not rnly specifies the social conditions which lead

to rebellion but within that framework examines personality studies which

help account why within thot;e structural conditions certain men do and

others do not rebel.

As an anthropologist I am coneernadthat my conceptualization of

politics be cross culturally useful. Defining politics as decision-

making about the distribution of scarce resources leads me to focus more

on political process than the content of a particular political system

thereby facilitating cross cultural comparisons. Therefore in this paper

the focus is on the learning of skills for participating in political

process broadly conceived. This is a different emphasis from that of

the existing political socialization literature. Largely a product of

the fields of political science and psychology, it is largely limited

to western style political systems and how knowledge about government

1

institutions is transmitted to future generations. This gives rise to

studies about the age at which one recognizes ones' flag (Lawson 1963),

attitudes toward the President (e.g., Sigel 1965), congress (Hess & Torney

1967), etc. Further as Easton (1968) and Sigel (1968) have recently

suggested the literature is largely concerned with the earning of knowledge

and attitudes which support the existence of these familiar regimes ignoring

behavior (like rioting) which does not. (For reviews of the present

literature on the study of political socialization see Adler and Harrington

1
Work directly related to political socialization in non-Western political

systems is largely limited to some speculations by Levine (1960, 1963);

but see Wilson 1970.
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197n; Sigel 1971; Greenberg 197n; and Harrington n.d.).

The scope and methods of the literature on political soci.:lization

reviewed in these sources is more limited than those of this paper. In-

deed there are four major omissions to which our research with its broader

scope is directed. This list of omissions is not meant to be exhaustive

but reflects the specific limitations which a definition of politics broader

than formal government is designed to correct. Specifically, the existing

literature 1) neglects the influences of peers, 2) neglects informal

processes within schools 3) is limited to certain methodologies to the

exclusion of others and 4) neglects anything but white, mainstream Americans

as subjects.

1. Peers

The compilation and analysis of empirical research made by Adler

and Harrington (1970), of the present literature on political socialization

shows that it examines essentially three inputs to the child; family,

school and peers. Until now, however, there have been relatively few

studies of peer influences. The two major books in the la;t ten years

(Hess and Torney, 1967; and Easton and Dennis, 1969) focus almost entirely

on family and school effects. Hess and lorney (1967) present an analysis

of the data gathered in 1962 in a national survey ot over 12,000 white

elementary school children (grades 2-8) in eight large and medium-sized

American cities. Hess and Torney attempt to relate these data to four

political socialization 'models,'' or general patterns describing ehe

processes through which political attitudes are developed: accumulation,

interpersonal transfer, identification, and cognitive-developmental.

Several types of political attitudes are studied: attachment to the

A



nation, relationship to institutions and authority figures representing

government, complinnce with authority and law, attitudes toward processes

of influence on public policy, and orientations towards elections and

political parties. This is an example of the narrow conceptualization

of politics referred to earlier. The analysis deals with the content of

these attitudes, their developmental pstterns, and the agents of their

socialization. Relationships between the political variables and individual

characteristics--social class, intelligence, sex, and party affiliation--

are also studied. The following are r few of the major findings. The

acquisition of the kind of political attitudes stlAdied proceeds rapidly

during the elementary school years, especially from the second to the

fifth grade; the greatest change occurs between the ages nine and ten.

By the eighth grade children's "political" orientations are quite similar

to those of their teachers in many -:ays. The first political orientation

to be developed is a strong positive attachment to the nation. The child's

initial relat:onship with government (formally defined) centers on the

President, mnd his vietz of government institutions at all levels is highly

personalized. His attitudes toward political authority figures and

government institutions are highly positive, becoming somewhat less so

as he matures. He also becomes increasingly able to distinguish the in-

cumbent from the office, and to deal with c Imepts of :mpersonal institutions.

Children also have a high regard for law, law enforcement agencies, and

citizen obedience. Voting is emphasized as a citizen obligation. Children

begin to engage in political activities such as wearing campaign buttons

at an early age, and these activities increase steadily with age. The

sense of political efficacy (very narrowly defined) also increases with age.



While children tene to see the individual as a powerful force in the

political procos.1, they apparentl! have little knowledge of the role of

prossure groups (one kind of knowledge about political process).

Hess and Torney found that the school is the most important agent

of political socialization in the United States. Family influence is

seen as limited largely to generalized attitudes toward authority, and

partisan attachments. The 6:7hool reinforces the child's emotional attach-

ment to his nation, and teaches him norms of citizen obedience and con-

formity. Although the school stresses the obligation to vote, it tends

to de-emphasize other forms of citizen participation. It pays little

attention to political parties, pressure groups, and political conflict.

In this suidy the individual characteristics that apparently had the most

influence on the learning of the particular political attitudes and be-

havior measured were sex, social class, and "intelligence." Children

with IQ's (note that it is not only politics which is narrowly defined!)

acquiree their political attitudes at a faster rate than those with lower

IQ's and tended to see the poliii:al system in more realistic terms, and

had a greater sense of political efficacy. Social status appeared to tie

somewhat less important than IQ, but it was also related to feelings of

efficacy and to types of particip.tion and interests. (See Easton and

Dennis 1969 for a second report on the Chicago Project). We cannot con-

clude this summary of Hess and Torney without emphasizing that their def-

inition of politics makes it difficult to use their findings to help con-

struct a theory of political socializatlon within the framework I have

laid out here with its more general concerns. While we will make use

of some of their findings e.g. that the ages 9-11 are important ones it

is possible that these years may be crucial ones in learning what Hess



and Torncy call politics but not in the learning of political process

as we have defined it. Care must be taken in usin; any findings based

upon one definition of politics for research of a different scope.

Kenneth Langton is virtually alone in emphasizing ehe importance

of peers as an independent variable. Langton in 1967 studied the in-

fluence of the informal school environment--the social class "climate"

of the peer grow) and the school on lcer class students political

attitudes. The results suggest that learning in peer groups may be more

significant than formal civic education for political seciali&ation.

Specifically, his study of secondary school students in Jamaica, West

Indies, showed that the working class students had less positive attitudes

to ard voting and are less politically cynical and less economically con-

servative than middle class or upper class students.. Lower class students

whose classmates are also from the lowe.- class are likely to have political

attitudes characteristic of the lcYer class. But lower class students in

heterogeneous class peer groups--those which include higher class students--

are likely to support higher class norms. Thus, the peer group class

environment and the social class clima.e of the school apparently have

a cumulative affect on students' attitudes. Interaction with higher class

peers functions to socialize lower class students toward the political

orientation of the higher classes. What good it will do dhem in an ed-

ucational sys'em described by Comitas (1971) as one designed to prevent

movement out of the lover class is unclear.

The possibilities of the contribution of interaction with peers to

the learning of political s%ills and attitudes has nor yet been pursued

adequately by the political socialization literature, however. After all,

even Langton only studies one easy measure, social class of peers, and



does no's_ directly examine peer interaction or process, and limits politics

to attitude ,,ariables about a particular system. With our own emphasis

on the learning of skills for prrticivtion in politics this is doubly

unfortunate. The anthropological literature does indirectly offer some

data to complement the political socializat'on literature. For example,

Mayer and Mayer (197n) describe socializatioa y peers in the youth

organization of the Red Xhosa. They describe a system through which

children advance in stages, each of which enlarges their mobility and

number of contacts and each of which successively places more constraints

upon them. Younger children are members of largely local groups in t7hich

aggress on and sex-play is tclerated if not encouraged. As the child

moves through the system he learns rules which Increasingly control his

aggressiveness and inculcate a respect for 'law' until, at circumcision

he becomes an adult. In adulthood disT lute, are settled by law (argument)

not by sticks (fighting). What is interesting here about the Xhosa is

that the youth organization is free of adult control, yet the peer run

socialization devices lead to successful entrance into the of Xhosa

adult. Perhaps one of the reasons the political socialization literature

has ignored peers is an assumption following Parsons that peer groups

are characterized by

ft compulsive independence in relation to certain

adult expectations, . . . which in certain cases

is expressed in overt defiance. . . or a certain

recalcitrance to pressure of adult expectations

and discipline." (Parsons 1949:221)



Since the political socialization literature is largely concerned with

system support 1Parning, such an assumption would not lead to studies of

peer effects.

However, whether peer groups are rebellious, insulated or integrated

with or from adult culture, they offer their members opportunity to

practice and perfect political skills. For example, among the Xhosa

"(the peer group) is a junior forum whose members,

in a kind of earliest play, practice the political

skills they will need in the real forum later on.

(Mayer and Mayer 197n:174).

This kind of peer group learning fits in well with a cognitive develop-

mental view of learning as recently developed by Kohlberg (1969).

"The second group in which ehe child participates

is the peer group. While psychoanalysts hvve taken

the family (the first group) as t critical and unique

source of moral role taking (e.g. identification),

Piaget (1948) has viewed the peer group as a unique

source of role-taxing opportunities for the child.

According to Piaget, tha child's unilateral respect

for his parents, and his egocentric confusion of

his own perspective with that of his parents, pre-

vents him from engaging in the role-taking based

on mutual respect necessary for moral development.

While the empirical findings support the notion

that peer-group participation is correlated with

moral development, it does n t suggest that such
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participation plays a critical or unique role

for moral development. . . . While peer group

participation appears to be stimulating of moral

development, its influence seems better con-

ceptualized in terms of providing general role

taking opportunities. . ."

Kohlberg is then arguing that peer groups provide an opportunity to

practice ehe behaviors that the culture (or elders) prescribe as de-

sirable. This perspective also provides a hint for some of the dynamics

in which each child by trial and error acquires behavioral oxpectations

(making organization of diversity possible, see Wallace 1971). Peer groups

also provide an opportunity for what Pettit (1946) argued is a most potent

kind of learning: directed practice. For a variety of theoretical and

empirical reasons then,1 feel that the influence of peers on the learning

of political skills has been slighted. Note too, that in terms of the

learning theories outlined by Hess and Torney earlier, that identification

models useful for studying Family effects are not expected to be as useful

for peers as cognitive-developmental, interactional and accumulation type

learning theories.

Most of the existiug anthropological literature on peer group social-

ization in the U.S. concerns adolescence or young adulthood (Miller 1958,

1964, Whyte 1955, Liebow 1965, Hannerz 1969). However, in examining peer

group learning it is important to keep in mind the studies in developmental

psychology recently reviewed by Hartup (1970:411) which show middle child-

hood to be ehe period of "greatest responsiveness to normative influence

of peers." We focus here therefore on ehe peria,' 9-11 years as the



per:od in vhich maximal "political" learning is said to occur (by students

of political so ialization). Since it overlaps the ages which the gen-

eral developmental psychology literature spotlights for maximal peer

effect on learning the absence of studies of peer effects is all the more

startling and the need for study obvious.

2. Pupils

Generally when the political socialization literature examines

schools, it only examines part of what actually goes on in them. To

Langton and Jennings 1968, school means curriculum. Their study dealt

with the question of the effect of high school courses in "American

government," "problems of democracy," "comparative politics," "international

relations," and the like, on student's political knowledge, "politicization"

(interest, discussion, and medial usage), "civic tolerance" (acceptance

of diversity), and feelings of political efficacy, cynicism, and par-

ticipative orientations. Interview data were obtained from a national

probability sample of 1,669 high school seniors attending 97 public and

non-public American schools, and from their parents. /n a multivariate

analysis of the effect of civics curriculum, seven variables were held

constant: quality of the school, grade average, sex, student's political

interest, number of history courses taken, parental education, and dis-

cussion of politics within the family. Findings for the entire sample

showed that the civics curriculum had little effect on student's knowledge,

beliefs, attitudes or feelings toward government.

To Edgar Litt, school means textbooks. Litt reports on a comparative

study of civic education in three American communities with differing socio-

economic characteristics and differing levels of political activity. All
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of the communities were in the Boston metropolitan area. In the upper-

middle class community there was a great deal of political activity, in

the lower-middle class community a moderate amount of such activity, and

in the working class community little political participation. The data

consisted of a content analysis of civic education text& used in the three

communities during a five-year period, interviews with community leaders

and educational administrators on their views of the communitiy's civic

education program, and questionnaires administered to civic education

classes (and control groups) in the major high school in each community.

The results showed that the textbooks of the two middle-class communities

emphasized citizen participation to a greater degree than those used in

the working-class community. Only in the upper-middle class community

was there an attempt to transmit a view of politics as a political process

involving political action and the use of po.,:er as a means for resolving

group conflict. The author concludes that the content of civic education

and the type of political role that students were being trained to play

varied according to the social class of the students.

In contrast, focusing on teachers, Hess and Torney find for their

measures of political knowledge the school, "the most effective instrument

of political socializdtion in the United States." (see above) But, they

can't tell us how or why the school has its effect. Adler and Harrington

(1970) argued that what was neeed was studies that will focus not on

the formal aspects of schooling, but on the informal processes within

the schools which will help us understand what the schools accomplish

and how. These first two problems obviously are related in that as we

focus on the informal processes in schools we will be paying more attention

to the peer group relations within the schools themselves.
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3. MetlInd

These tvo omissions are related to a third limitation of the political

socialization literature which is its limitation to certain methodologies.

The conceptual neatness that separates school, family, and peers in the non-

anthropological studies referred to above results in part from eheir re-

liance on questionnaire-type methodologies, in which these variables are

necessarily neatly distinct.

Methodology interacts with theory by leading us to see the world tn

a particular may and blinding us to others. In focusing on informal inter-

action, process and peer effects we will use an observational methodology.

A study of a classroom with 30 students and one teacher should be more

sensitivr. to Gestalt and more likely to reveal process than pencil and

paper questionnairec about child's knowledge of content variable and

meaqures of his attitudes. Anthropology obviously contains methodologies

(like participant and systematic observation) uniquely adapted to such

a study. We discuss this further below. /n addition, the validity of

data generated from say second or third graders by paper and pencil

techniques is, I feel, subject to severe question. Can we really put

much faith in responses to such techniques for this age? Why has the

field as a whole opted for large numbers for statistical analysis before

doing in depth studies which might reveal better questions?

4. Subjects

We come now to the problem of whom to use as subjects. Since the

political socialization literature consists almost wholely of studies

of w''.te loinstream Americans it can be fairly criticized by asking how

much of what is seen is limited just to that group? Jaros, Hirsch and



Fleron's 1963 study of the political orientations of children living in

the impoverished Appalachian region of Kentucky suggest the answer 'a

lot'. They flcus on childrn'r 4.mage of the President, political cynicism,

and perceptions of parenA' political efficacy. Questionnaire data were

gathered in 1967 from almost all the children attending grades five

through twelve in one Kentucky county, and 305 of these children were

sdected at random for the present stvly. Hess and Easton's (1960)

questions were used to measure attitudes toward the President; Jennings

and (1963) "political cynicism scale was used as the measure

of cynicism; and two items from the Faston and Dennis study (1967) of

political efficacy were used as rough measures of parental attitudes

..coward government (these questions were asked of the children, not the

parents). In comparing their results with the findings of previous re-

search on more middle-class, urban samples of children, the authors found

that the Kentucky children had markedly less positive views of the President

(than children questioned prior to 1964: notethe change in President)

and expressed more cynical attitudes toward politics in general. There

was little change in these basic orientations with increasing age.

Moderate relationships were found between ehe child's perception of his

family's political efficacy and sme of the items used to measure the

child's political affect. The findings also indicated that there was

little relationship between the child's view of political authorities

and his image of his father; there was a positive relationship between

the father's absence from eh2 home and ehe child's tendency to have a

positive attitude toward the President. The authors conclude that findings

of the 'child's views of political authority are probably sub-culture-bound.



We have therefore chosen not to focus our observations at first on

the white middle class group, but in order to help redress the balance

of the literature, to focus on a multi-ethnic working class ghetto-like

area of Nev York City. (We focus here not only on theoretical but also

on moral grounds: these students are coming from environments in which

their parents have not successfully been able to compete for premiums:

we want to know what if anything, the schools are doing or might do to

redress thac and provide these children with the tools necessary to

political efficacy. If our answer is very little and much harm besides,

which work of Litt 1966, Adler and Harrington 1970, and Levy 1970, suggest

at least we will know more ab)ut processes which could be changed and

would then be in a position to suggest some alternatives.) There are

some studies of black political socialization. However they are simply.rep-

etitions of methods referred to above coupled with anthropologically naive

comparisons of "black and white' children neither of which labels is

even defined for the reader (see Greenberg 1970, Lyons 1970, Engstrom 1970).

SETT/NG AND METHOD

The research reported here was done in a neighborhood of New York

City. Ethnically the neighborhood is about 45% Black, 457. Spanish

speaking (made up of approximately equal numbers of Puerto Ricans and

Dominicans, with lesser numbers of Cubans: The Dominicans are the most

recent arrivals) and 10% white. The neighborhood is striated into ethnic

enclaves, Blacks being in the east, spanish speaking centered, and the

middle class white community segregated to the west. The poulations in

the various schools served in thii neighborhood are variations on the

above figures. The whites tend to be even more underrepresented because

the children often go to private schools.
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This area is a meeting point of two transitions. First, it was

formerly a Jewish and Irish area which has undergone population changes

in the last ten years. Second, people who live there now have moved up

and away from areas which they consider much worse, like Harlem, part

of Brooklyn, the East Bronx, Puerto Rico and Haiti. Neighborhood, for

the rest of this paper, will be artificially defined as the area served

by one school under study.

I want to describe for you some studies we have recently done

which, I hope, will serve to show the potential richness of the broader

approach to political socialization I have delineated. As there are

a number of different studies there are a number of different methodologies

to review. The primary methodology of the Schwartz (n.d.) and Lopate

(n.d.) studies was participant observation with a lot of time spent. in

the schools themselves (Schwartz 14 months, Lopate 3 months). The

Schwartz study vas supplemented by interviews wlth staff and parents and

children. Lopate's by interviews with staff and some video tape analysis.

Marraccini's study used a more systematic kind of observation methodology

(described more fully below) in examining peer effects in playground

settings. He severely limited his observation to a particular dimension,

following the work of Whiting et. al, 1966 and Whiting and Whiting 1970.

My own time organized around a full teaching schedule brings us to a total

of about 26 full time equivalent months spent in the variety of field

settings examined.

The studies reported here began intermittent field work in the

Spring of 1969 and continued,unt11"1971,with the greatest field activity in the

String and Summer of 1970. The time span covered for any one setting,

e.g. a classroom, ranges from 6 to 40 weeks, with three months the more

16



usu31 figure. Now three months is no, a large anount of time by

traditional anthropology fieldt:ork aLandards. In a field situation

in which phyLical sur7iva1 is not a problem, and in which the native

languae(s) are the same a:z the aeth-:opolo1sts' three months is

equivalent when focusing on a particul.ar problem to 12 months in more

traditional settings. I must also note that while the length of time

we have spent stddyinc; one field s4.tuation is short by anthropological

standards, it is long when compared *.i.th previous work in education,

even in anthropology and educ,c:on. Observation studies in education

are often conditioned by a study Jf Withall's who showed that the time

spent observing a classroom is non-productive after a period of two

hours. He argued that you see nothing new in extending your observation

time beyond this. Some recent work in anthropology and education has

followed this trend (e.g. Leacock 1963). We do not find Withall's

findings compelling. All the ti:ne spans he studied were too short to

discover the dynamics we are after. His wor:t was oriented to the eval-

uation of teachers; not to the ethnographic descriptions of the dynamics

of classroom life. Indeed, such a methodology may be counter productive

to such a goal.

We have often noted in our research in a classroom that it is

possible to get .1 quick and clear grasp of what ts going on, then for

two or three weeks see the 'same thing over and, over,' then in the
I.

fourth week on to have the initial patterning or structure prove in-

adequate as an analytic toot. It is almost as if we get down to another

level which does not necessarily invalidate the inWal structure

hypothesized by without ./hich that structure seems superificihl and in-

complete. It is not that by stnyfng longer that you discover that

schools aro really not nothorit:Irian or rtid ns others !Live described
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them (Lencor'-, 196f-', Levy lo7', and '..lpecificallv for politics A,:ler and

1-1orr5ngten 1c)7': 1S9-1°1) hl;t rrrhor tl.at lw staying longer is Possible

to observe patterns oL studimit repouses ttiosc :=iructurcs; and then

the interplay, or lack of it, between students and the structures provided

by the school. Coffman (1(464), mi6ht have called this 'the underlife of

the institution.' Be assured that the underlife is not discovered in

one hour of observotion, yet it ls precisely this which ve must discover

if we are going to follow Langton's lead and study the informal civic

learning in the school.

In addition to the data produced by the nethods already outlined

we are fortunate to have an anlysis of the textbooks likely to be used

in the classrooms in this district. The methodology for that study is

summarized when the data are presented below and fully described in

Harrington and Adler (1971).

FINDINGS

shall have little time here to do anything but briefly summarize

our findings. Full publication of these and other studies will follow.

The findings will be examined within four categories: pupils, peers,

pupils and staff, and finally textbooks.

a) Pupils

By pupils we mean the chi.ldren cs they behave in school (eis-

tinguishing it from 'peers' or children interacting outside of school).

Our concern in this first category is with hov children structure their

behavior in the school. Sclwart7 (n.d.) distinguished three kinds of

settings within school in whi_ch pupils can interact. Within classrooms

she distinguished beti,een 'learning; time' and 'non-learning time.'

is



Schwartz found that a good deal of pupil time in classroom was

spent reactit4, .4;ainst the te4ctw::; and th school. Yet .;he also observed

riynwritc processes ar-en:-. f;LUOVTIL, interactiop.4 heLween

tightening and loosen!_ng of .7)undaries in response to school situations

and peer 2enerated action patterns. She found "in learning time, alliances

are networks ef com:nunication or identificaton aganist the teacher and

fte children. At lnc-n, self crealc.d rules lay groundwors for ;.;roup

formations which maintain lines of political interests and needs for pro-

tections of members. Finally, in classrooli (non-formal) the process is

less bounded, more around interests and less around alliance and protection."

"In these settings, the activity range is wide and variable. It

alters from beirarchies.to dyads, from conflicts to conferences and from

secrecy to exploration. Each of these elements of behavior has a function

in relation to classroom and lunchroom pressures. The informal systems

provide the under-current of the formal schooling." (Schwartz n.d.)

The presence or absence of varying degrees of control and pressure

in each setting define the li.nes of alliances and determine group dynamics,

according to Schwartz.

b) Peers

Schwartz reports a good deal of aggression in some of her settings

and emphasizes ehe amount of ttme that pupils spend reacting against

school structures. Marraccini (n.d.) examines the forms of social or-

ganization that would be manifested by kids in the absence of immediate

adult supervision. Focusing on a playground not attached to the school,

he follows our definition of politics hy focusing on three swings. As

the s'.,:ings fit our definition of a scarce resource (there being more than



trp ch4_1drn in the plavnnd mcp:4t tim's) he observed how children

made decisions about ho,., those sYings t,,re allocated. What he found

was something quite remarkatAc:

"in times of great demands kids act not to

ma-dmi7e possession of a wing hut rathor to

maximi7e access to a s'ying.'

Those who have read Schartes paper will be suprised at the low

frequencies of conflict and ag,gression in Marraccini's data. He argues

that there are rules which are understood by the children which they can

activate to get swings without resorting to violence. Indeed, it is in

the playground that x.e have seen the most amount of practice of political

skills designed to foster political efficacy. I.e., it is in the peer

group that the kids nre able to Icnrn and practice political skills.

The further finding that SchtTrt7 and Marraccini feel that violence is

less common here than in the school led us into a study now beginning

which observes the same children in various 'educational' settings in-

cluding schools, family and peen:.

c) Pupils and staff

Lopate focuses on pupil-staff interaction. Discrepancies in the

behaviors she observed and what people said they were doing led her to

analyze her materials from rho pernpective provided for ritual events

by Gluckman (1962) and Turner (l969), and talk about the separation of

myth and reality. She observed n school teetering on the brink of or-

ganizational disaster sending p.Arents a letter on how wonderful this

school is for their r!hildren. She observed assemblies to observe "Spanish-

American Heritage Day" whose main behavior for the children was wait!ng
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tor the program to begin. Under the. myth of "Spanish heritage" kids

miy learn (in Henry's 1',7 termF) to he docile.

Loprte's findiny,s are not Llnitlue. Teachers ire often observed

doing one thin; Yhile saying another. I Yas once tal.en proudly by a

principal to observe a b1-lingun1 iunior high classroom lich '-'as part

of an experimental program pl=)nned in response to community pressures

to get,instruction in Spanish in a neighborhood which as 51)73 Spanish

spea'Ung. This classroom (one of only four in a school of 3,wv) students)

was described by the principal as we approached. "It signaled a new age

of understanding and communication among peoples." "It provided students

with the tools necessary to communicate effectively with their peers,

teachers" etc., and "would make it possible for them to learn in Spanish,

what they have p-eviously not been able to learn in English." We arrived

at the door of the classroom. The teacher emerged. The principal ex-

plained our desire to observe. She said, "I'm sorry you can't come in

today. I'm not speaking to them. They Tvre so bad yesterday that I am

punishing them. So much for the manifest curriculum.

Equally interesting is the cuggestion implicit in some of Lopate's

material that the teachers themselves ere socialized by the school ex-

perience. These materiaisshov a teacher who has learned the passivity

(docility) lessons well.

"although. . .Miss Mera was concerned that her students

understood the rules she might be giving them (say in

spelling), illen it came to directives from outside

the classroom she kept herself in a passive position. . .

(e.g.) when one day Miss Mera got a directive to take

her Class to a new room for snacks, she showed much

the same passivity: not asking why, and not cxplaining



te the students, she simply led them to a new

room. Then -hen the directive appeared to have

been a misti%e, she wilted patiently for new

orders while her children somewhat

less acquiescently, behind her. (Lopate, n.d.).'

Even Lopate's Mr. Schwartz vho often threatens rebellion is only moved

to open rebellion on one occasion, and that on the trip to the beach

safely isolated from the school environment and the principal.

After a lesson on individual rights, what is learned when an entire

class of third graders Is marched to the girls' and boys' rooms at the

same time? As to justice, watch a boy accused by a monitor immediately

sanctioned by a teacher with no due process, or watch one boy be punished

by a teacher for something several others had done earlier without

punishment. Adler and Harrington (1.97.)) -rqued that children learned

potent lessons from this "latent" curriculum. Specifically Adler and

Harrington (1970) suggested children learned that punishment was capricious,

not judicious; accusation was often equivalent to conviction; and that in

the allocation of premiums in the school s me are privileged and some

are not. Lopate's data illustrate NIch of these phenomena.

Miss Mera has been giving a Spanish grammar lesson.

The room 'aas reached a state of excitment because of the

competition for correct answers. There has been some

talking out of turn, mostly humorous, which until now

Miss Mera hos ignored.

She now says, "I'm going to give a verb. You

say whether it's singular or plural." And she adds
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that t!hoever ot wi' h:Ive to leave the

row9, "becau!zo lot tf wo rk to do." Then she

asks "el sin6ular de n;-n,1;" "el plural de aut3movil;"

'co. nliir' . 1 1

dhile xiss Hera I.:, Aracelis, Elena says

something. 'Out, say:; Miss Mera, "lo siento.' Elena

says, "No! No!" The notest goes back and forth several

times hett.:een the teacher Elono, and Elena ends up

staying.

five minutes la:-t.yr Miss Mera is giving more singulars

and plurals. Now Aracclis talks out of turn, and Miss Mera

says "Get out Aracelis." 'But you let Elena stay!' says

Aracelis. Miss Men; respnlds to this by saying, -Both!'

and tells them it will he for five minutes. Once they

are out of the room, she continues with the lesson.

This is an interesting case because vilen the ideal (equality) was presented

the teacher acknowledged its legitimncy but did it in a way in which il-

lustrated the negative.side 4 equality ("Both!") rather than its protective

feature.

Lopate described the ritual6 of waiting in assemblies, waiting for the

program to begin, and the ceremonies marking entrance into the school. Nut

only do kids learn status definitic:ns (who can make whom wait--time=scarce

resource), throughout her paper she is arguing that the children are being led

to accept symbolic detinitions real life situations Ater their objective

reality. The school is succesiul, family style, they are happy, they are

learning to be bilingual, vt. In terms of the kinds of learnive that goes on

in such settinv,s, we Yould n700., t o types 9f. ftarning: one a content learning



tocope :ith relatively authoritsran 1 -nd to respond :WI appropriate

docility and civility; the other to learn from a positively charged sym-

bolic presenta ion of a reality 1,.1;.timace behaviors which oLher. se

mht not be acceptable. These 2r lessons useN1 to society. The

practical eyperience he gains in school prepares the student for certain

kinds of relationships and political realities; while the practice he

gets in acquiring scarce resources in his peer roup may complement that

learning and prepares him for other social relationships. Further

feel that the reality of the child's life in the ghetto and the skills

he needs to function there are so totally separated from the view of

the world provided him by the symbolic representations of the school

about life that the latter do not relate well to the reality of his ex-

istence. We noY examine this further.

d) Textbooks

We argued above that the symbolic representation of reality becomes

more and more remote from the actual political behaviors of the child,

until they take on a purely formal, ritualized air in comparison to his

actual life style. This is clearly seen in the study of textbooks. In

a study that drew on school districts from the entire state of New York,

Norman Adler and I did a cortent analysis of the political socialization

implications of grade school textbooks. One of our sample districts en-

compassed the materials used in the r;chools in the studies reported here.
2

A content analysis (see Hoisti 1969) of these mater:als was carried

out in order to gauge 'ghat children were being told about government com-

pared with the rest of uhat they learned about politics. We lirited our

coding to materials relating te American government. Government was broken

Ikote Chat our analysis would oef_ :nelude the special summer textbooks

used in Lopate's study.
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down into three components mithority, regime, and community following

Easton's systems theory which provides anoft used means for viewing the

inter-relat4.onship tl,t ! rat17.c f rolitical lifP.

.A.n authority, according to Easton, is a member of the system in whom the

primayy responsibility is lodped for taking care of the daily routines

of a political system. Elected representatives, other public officials

such as civil servants, qualify in our system. Regime refers to the

underlying goals that the members of the system pursue, the norms or

rules of the game through which they conduct their political business,

and the formal and informal structures or authority that arrange who

is to do what in the system. It is clear from Mhrraccini's work that

the national regime and the rehime of the playground are distinct.

Easton defines community (he calLs it political Community) as that aspect

of a political sysrem we can identify as a collection of persons who

desire a division of political lihor. Harrington and Adler (1971) found

that every eighth grade class is not receiving books with a similar

meaning. Litt's accusation that there is class bias in the preparation

of children for a place in the democratic system seems to hold up, if

not everywhere, at least, frequently. The working class districts look

more like the typical secnnd vatic than middle class districts do; the

middle class districts look more like the typical ei.7,hth geade than working

class districts. Images of political leaders as malevolent are seldom

found in second grade books, but they are seldom found in any working

class texts, eirher. Sec-mld yxade tets rarely see the political system

as not accountable; but working class texts do not, either. In the area

of participant orientation, the -orking class districts enc'Durage partic-

ipetion: orientation, while lidOle clag c.strir:ts do not do so as often.
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Yet how real is this participation? They felt it was merely a symbolic

and iCeatized notion of "the good citizen," In nearly every respect,

the te7!tboo meterinls of the ..tr!tn 'leer tn nt dnprivinc,, the lover

social class child of the benefits of perspectives that will make him

a realistic observer and participant in the political system, vhile

more often making those materials available in middle class districts.

Turning to the text materials likely to be used in our school;

focusing on the image presented in the text materials about political

authorities ve found that the fourth and sixth grade children in our

working class multi-,ethnic ghetto are told that authorities are never

malevolent (65% benevolent, 357, n2utral); always approachable (95%

approachable, 5% neutral, (% distaht); and almost always accountable

(77% accountable, 15% neutral, ,17, not accountable). In addition, fourth

and sixth grade children in our school are told that we live in are told

that we live in a pluralistic society where politics are consensual (65%)

not conflict oriented (24%). He is told that the stress must be placed

upon majority rule not minority rights. In fact, our school (which is

itself 90% minority) gets less material than any other district in the

state dealing with the rights of minorities in american democracy.

Clearly this content serves to combine the two lessons outlined

above: i.e., be docile and believe in the symbolic idealized picture

of politics. It is not likely to train the child to the nitty gritty

of political life. It will come as no surpxise to those who see schools

as primarily c licerned with maintaining the status quo, i.e., as con-

servative institutions, that children are being excluded from knowledge

which could help him more successfully compete for premiums in the

political process. Given the place of these students though in the quest

for premiums in the larger soriety, how does the never never land described
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by the school cognitively survive comparisons by the child with the

totality of his existence? Our work is progressing on the point, I

offer the following discussion.

DISCUSSION

1. Behavior practice

Levy (1970) has argued that the ghetto school teaches skills

(i.e., waiting) that are in fact those most used in lower class life

(e.g., welfare lines). I think our analysis can go a little further.

I have argued elsewhere that the undemocratic features of schools may

be important for a society to maintain itself; if ehe society ever

anticipates a need to resort to undemocratic acts to control citizens

it would be important to build a sense of legitimacy for such measures

into its people. Consider the 1968 Democratic convention, the violence

in the street, the police brutality, and the frequent comment that a

"police state" existed, both on the convention floor and in downtown

Chicago. Assuming that police-state methods were used in Chicago, how

is it that 71 percent of the American people approved of these tactics,

es measured by a poll following the disorders? For a more recent event

consieer the mass arrests in Washington in the spring of 1971. It is

important to understand that these are not isolates. The political

science literature haq consistently found a remarkably high number of

people in this country who don't understand the Bill of Rights, don't

approve of individual items in the Bill of Rights, or don't understand

or approve of the basic civil liberties that the Bill of Rights seeks

to guarantee (see, for example, Remmers 1963). There seems to be in our

society an underlying penchant, if you will, for authoritarian regimes,
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or at least a tolerance of them. That a large percentage of our pop-

ulation seems to feel a need for authoritarian methods at certain times

scemQ beyond queItion.

It is clear that support for authoritarianism has certain functions

for the society. Support for such a regime is probably adaptive in

what Wallace (1961) would call a conservative society threatened by a

revolutionary or revitalization movement, in the examples given, the

"New Left." Reactionary measures to control such a movement are a natural

response of a conservative society. Therefore, it is to be expected that

a conservative society will build into its citizens a cer_ain tolerance

for reactionary or authoritarian resporses to social crises in case they

are needed.

The acceptance of authoritarianism must come from somewhere. Studies

of classroom behavior offer one explanation. Adler and Harrington (197n)

offered the hypothesis that this undemocratic pattern of our schools is

not a random or haphazard phenomenon but is in reality functional; that

is, it is important for a conservative state to train its citizens to

accept authoritarian regimes in case they are needed to maintain order.

Since the schools are fulfilling that function, they are supported; and

society resists attempts to change schools or to give students power.

We must start thinking not only about how undemocratic the schools are,

but also about some of the functions that the organization of the school

might have in the 1.,rger society.

2, Symbols and ritual

We turn now to where there is a conflict: between the symbols,

ideals and myths of the school and thce political reality of dhe child's

life.



Bureieu and Passeron (971) argue that currculum is symbolic

violeucc, a device by whic the literate class perpetuates itself in

power. Our anthropological rerearch has reinforced for us that the

school is an important source of p,llitical learning, but in a different

sense from Hess and Torney's original finding. They argued on the basis

of content learning. We have focused, using anthropological methods

rather than questionnaires, on what political skills, beliefs and values

the child learns in a school setting which will enable him to compete

politically in the larger society. Our findings, tentative as they are,

suggest that schools may be accomplishing much more than even Hess and

Torney suggested.

Edelman (1c64) argues that much of politics is symbolic: the art

of ruling is the art of calling upon the right symbols and ritual ob-

servances to legitimi?e a range of acti,-tties (for example, the Department

of Defense, Vietnamization). Schools may, therefore, be effectively

training children to respond *o cymbolic ritual in granting legitimacy

and to pay less attention to actual behavior. The New Yorker recently

argued that

"The President's trip to China shows that television

coverage opens up what is virtually a new field cf

action to men in-power. With television, a President

can draw eyes away from ehe piecemeal, day to day

unfolding of policy and focus them on complex,

powerful, symbolic events that he can manipulate

more easily than he can the York itself. It alloys

him to act directly on the country's imagination,

29
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like a high priest." (New Yorker, Notes and

Comment, 3/25/72:29). (emphasis added)

;That- is new is not the uce of symbols and ritual by those in power,

simply the use of television to facilitate it.

At one level, the differences between the manifest and latent occur-

rences in school would seem to be a powerful impetus for changing the

curriculum so that these differences would disappear yet they are masked

by legitimizing symbols. But if Edelman is right and / think he is,

these differences actually appear in the larger society as well. There-

fore schools may actually be doing a very good job of training children

to respond to symbolic ritual legitimizing cues in granting legitimacy

and to pay less attention to actual behaviors. We need to find out.

But how is it that schools can get away with only these aspects of

political learning in a democracy and not teach about political process,

or skills leading to effective political action? Two answers suggest

themselves.

1) Undoubtedly a large part of the problem derives from a

curriculum that centers its attention on turning out "good citizens"

white defining "good citizens'. as those who are obedient to established

legal authority, who conform to the rules and laws of fhe community with-

out questioning fhe derivation of ehose laws or their purpose, and Chose

who do not "make trof:ole." Indeed, Hess and Torney found that "teachers

of young children place particular stress upon compliance, de-emphasizing

all other political topics Concern with compliance is characteristic

of teachers of all grades (up to the eighth grade). This is reflected

in children's perceptions of democracy. A study of sixth graders found
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that to children, democracy means such things as "helping the class."

"being kind and friendly," "not fighting or cheating," "obeying teachers

and school laws," ond "trvins ts h suiet."

This resembles a Platonic notion of politics that views the good

society as one filled with harmony and views as evil the factionalism,

competition, and shifting power base of politics as we know it. Every-

one is familiar with the notion of politics as a "di.cy business."

Indeed, in study after study, groups throughout society rank the practitioners

of politics at the lmer end of respected and desirable occupations. They

do this while ranking those who profit from the fruits of politics (i.e.,

Supreme Court justices, U.S. senators, and policemen) at the top; of

the scale. Plato chose to treat the search for competitive advantage in

the distribution of the fruits of rover (material goods, deference, safety)

among the various 3rouos in society as "symptoms of an unhealthy society."

His science of politics contained in t ihat Wolin has referred to as a

major paradox: it was sworn to an eternal hostility to the very subject

it pretended to study.

So it is with polisical education in the schools today. In the

search for a foundation that would support the multiple consradictions

present in society a dangerous political art is fostered: "the srt of

ruling becomes the art of imposition." Political education stresses

those things in society that produce rules of behavior such as "The Law,"

or some authority to be venerated such as "The President." Most curriculum

is concerned 'yith the promulotion of abstract notions of governance in

combination with P oc r gpwcr on the Psrt of students for authorities.

The teachers responsible for civics education in school maintain the



attitude that the mos,: i-aportant ;;o;-,;s of such train'-ng are the deve!op

ment of 'Ano!,lede of ;y'vernrent.. 7?_71;t tutions and the cultivatin f.

favorable attitudes tr_,'.z1re ele-oc,-nt!c institutions and processes. Far

less emphasis is placed on teachinK skills for democratic participation.

2) Peer group learning, itself may also make the school structure

possible. Paul Bohannan, writing ab,)ut Tiv politics calls our attention

to "extra processunl events" which york for flexibility in an excessively

rigid structure.

The "revolt" or counteracting aspect of the event structure is

brought into play to regain elasticity. (Bohannan 1958:11) Bohannan

calls these counter actions "extra processual" because while they are

outside ehe formal structure they help maintain it. Recently, Graham

Watson (1970) has presented data concerning schools in South Africa

which can be used to illustrate this framework. There the rigid system

of apartheid symbolically classified people as white, colored or black

which classification (done at entrance to school) determines the life

style from that point on. The system is absolutely rigid; it is made more

viable by extra-processual events. That is, in reality, some movement

is possible from one group to the other. Watson describes a wnite

school in a neighborhood changing its racial balance to colored. In

order to protect the school budget the principal accepts as white

large numbers of children he 'knows' to be colored. As the official

classification is the only important thing, he effectively makes coloreds

into whites for budget reasons. This extra processual process has the

effect of making it possible for up.!ardly .7tobile coloreth, to move (by

generations) into the economically privileged class, helping to per-

petuate the formal!y ri.c,id system.
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Perhaps our 1/Per yerterated le.Irning provides what the school will

not formally provido, nnd thereby helps perpetuate that structure by

providing the opportunity to learn pclitical skills essential to operating

in the larger society as well a those necessary to "make out" in the

formal rigidity of the school itself! This however means that it is

important that we study peer groupings from various social classes and

ethnic groups in order to describe the kinds of structures they provide

for learning, and second, that we just spend more time studying how

such learning can be used in school settings. For example, we are now

embarking on a study which will replace swings as a scarce resource with

'teacher time' in certain open classroom situations. Will the findings

parallel those of Marraccini for playgrounds, or will setting influence

not only the behaviors but the rules by vhich the behaviors are generated

(regime).

One of the limitations of the participant observation, methodologies

used here is that while it is useful in delineating structures end process,

it is not as useful in demonstrating that what seems to be learned in a

classroom actually is. For this we need other kinds of data and it is

at this point that the interaction of the fields of psycholcgy and

anthropology can be most useful. That is, armed with anthropological

descriptions of setting, use psychological measures of outcomes to test

learning assumptions. For example, take a recent luncheon debate between

a rolitical scientist and myself. We vere focusing on the disparity I

have described above between the reality of the ghetto child's life and

the ideal oicture of plliti s offered to him. The political scientist

argued this good thing, giving the child incentive to change the



system and make it more nearly approxmate the ideal. I argued the

denger of alienatine the cl!ild ebat he could perceive c.:as a sham,

and besides th ehetto ve':.ting no training tn school ehieb

would increase his efficacy even if he wanted to act. Obviously, an

empirical study could be eene to aFIcertain how children in fart respondPd

to the apparent conflict perceived by th(: researcher. I suspect the

po).itical scientist's position is useful only for small groups of 'elites'

and that the second is a much more widely found phenomena.

We need to move toward a day in which anthropological methodologies

and psychological technique..; vill not be thought of as alternatives but

as equally useful at differ:-.nt points in the study of socialization.

This is also a good place to emphaslze that the studies repotted here

have not been through that full process: that ve are dealing eith

working papers and research in progress. These studies do not pretend

to be final ansvers: they are published instead to reise qnestions;

questions e!e feel are important but for too long have not been asked.

As research continues, and others begin to replicate our findings, we

hope to be better able to describe how education for political behavior

occurs. We argued four omissions in the present literature.. This paper

has not adequately filled any ono of them, h'it is has begun to suggest

ways to do so.

One final point. Our focus has been rather Ilan-a/1.y on political

socialization. In doine, so t.e have trampled over many issues discussed

by educators. I hove not chosen to take up those debates here, but tee

are aware of the existence of debate in the field of edu(ation as to how

schools, classrooms, teaching, should be structured and that the variables



are L'scuqsinr, nre relovant to tilnt debate. Our purpose, here, and

in the field of anthropoloy and eiAlcatIon in general, is to cautiously

provtee an eve- deepeni,v; e7Ip4,rica' enrj thPoretical base so thrt policy

can more reasonably be made or th basis of empirical research and not

polemic. And, 0)en we do get to being involved wfth policy it will be

as good applied anthropology har Dtten demonstrated, in limited projects

of limited goals. The remaking of american education is not going to be

accomplished overnight; anthropologists, oc ell researchers, should be

acutely aware of that, and avoid the iure for sensationalism that belongs

ta the_ journalist, and continue without preiudging the answers to try

to unravel the prol)lem vhich omerican pducation.
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